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ABSTRACT The Government-furnished arcjet system was
developed by Rocket Research Company under NASA-

Compatibility between an arcjet propulsion Lewis Research Center (NASA-LeRC) sponsorship (see
system and a communications satellite was verified Reference 1 for a description of the arcjet
by testing a Government-furnished, 1.4-kW hydrazine system). The high-fidelity spacecraft simulator
arcjet system with the FLTSATCOM qualification employed was the FLTSATCOM qualification model
model satellite in a 9.1-m (30-ft) diameter communications satellite (see Reference 2 for a
thermal-vacuum test chamber. Two test series were description of the spacecraft). The FLTSATCOM
conducted. During the first series, the arcjet and battery simulator was employed as the spacecraft
diagnostic array were operated at -0.1 torr bus for powering the arcjet system.
background pressure. In the second series, the
qualification model spacecraft, a solar panel, and North-south stationkeeping for current
helium cryopanels were added and the tests were communication satellites is provided by either low-
conducted at both 0.1 and 10- 5 torr. thrust monopropellant hydrazine thrusters,

hydrazine resistojets, or bipropellant engines.
Power for the arcjet system was obtained from The spacecraft integration issues of previous

the FLTSATCOM battery simulator. Spacecraft concern were contamination from the thruster plume,
telemetry was monitored during each thruster firing radiated and conducted thermal fluxes, and momentum
period. No changes in telemetry data attributable impacts. These issues have been assessed by
to arcjet operation were detected in any of the analytical predictions of plume characteristics and
tests. Electromagnetic compatibility data obtained calculation of the effects, and resolved by proper
included radiated emission measurements, conducted placement of thrusters on the spacecraft and
emission measurements, and cable coupling Incorporation of protective shielding. Flight
measurements. Some noise was observed at lower history of many satellites has proven these
frequencies. Above 500 MHz, radiated emissions techniques to be successful.
were generally within typical communications
satellite limits, indicating that communication The integration issues for hydrazine arcjets
links at S-band and higher frequencies will not be are in many aspects similar to those addressed
affected. Other test data were taken with a previously. The arcjet exhaust species are similar
diagnostic array of calorimeters, radiometers, to those of hydrazine thrusters. While the thrust
witness plates, and a residual gas analyzer. The levels are significantly below those of bipropel-
calorimeters showed a rapid fall off in heat flux lant engines (~22 N, 5 lbf) and monopropellant
away from the thrust axis. No witness plate hydrazine thrusters (-5 N, 1 1bf), they are
degradation was observed. The data evidenced equivalent to those of hydrazine resistojets
compatible operation, while adding to the existing (-0.18 N, 0.040 Ibf). A major issue not associated
data base for arcjet system integration. with standard chemical propulsion thrusters is the

arcjet's radiated and conducted electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC).

I. INTRODUCTION
Arcjets are similar to resistojets currently

Arcjet stationkeeping systems will be used on employed for north-south stationkeeping of
future communications satellites as an upgrade for communications satellites. A major concern is
catalytic monopropellant and/or electrothermal radiated emissions in the satellite receiver bands.
hydrazine thrusters in performing inclination Since no EMC measurements of the arcjet have been
control maneuvers. Arcjets run on the same reported to date, 3 a thorough characterization of
hydrazine propellant as existing thrusters and arcjet radiated emissions, particularly in
provide higher performance. Since they use the satellite receiver frequency ranges was necessary.
same propellant, they can be operated from existing
propellant feed systems and are compatible with There is a possibility that an arcjet plume
dual-mode propulsion systems. Both arcjet could degrade transmitted communications signals.
performance and reliability have been well The potential disruption or distortion of communi-
documented, but, to date, no demonstrations of cation signals by the operation of the 1.5-kW class
arcjet system/spacecraft compatibility have been arcjet has been studied, in detail, at NASA-LeRC.4

performed. Based on an analytical plasma slab plume model
interacting with a 4-GHz signal, the study

The objective of the integration testing was to concluded that the dominant transmission loss
verify compatibility between an arcjet system and mechanism is refraction of the signal rather than
next-generation communications satellites by absorption or reflection and that, unless the
testing an arcjet system with a high-fidelity propagationpath passes very close to the arcjet,
spacecraft simulator in a vacuum chamber. The there is negligible beam degradation for the case
thruster was to be fired with hydrazine propellant of the plume in the antennas' far field. As
at a power level of 1.4 kW. The power conditioning communication satellite frequencies increase, the
unit (PCU) was to be run from a realistic impact of this interaction will decrease. Conse-
spacecraft bus. quently, this interaction is apparently not a

problem.

Significantly, the test program reported
herein was aimed at (1) verifying the compatibility
of a 1.4-kW hydrazine arcjet system with the

*Program Manager, Member AIAA FLTSATCOM communications satellite and
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(2) measuring arcjet system characteristics such as Power to the arcjet was provided and
radiated and convective heat flux, electromagnetic controlled by the PCU, a dc-dc isolated power
emissions, etc. Arcjet system measurements were converter that steps up the spacecraft power bus
taken at a sufficiently low background pressure voltage to the thruster arc voltage (-100 Vdc) and
such that the arcjet exhaust plume was free to regulates the arc current during thruster firing.
expand without collisions with background gases. The PCU also provided a brief high-voltage pulse
Also, tests were conducted in a sufficiently large (-4000 Vdc for a few microseconds) to initiate the
thermal-vacuum test chamber to mitigate chamber arc after the gas flow had been established.
wall effects.

Power from the PCU to the thruster was
delivered via the triaxial power cable. The

II. TEST ARTICLE cable's center conductor was connected to the
thruster's cathode, and the inner shield to the

The principal test article was a Government- thruster's anode; the outer shield carried no power
furnished 1.4-kW hydrazine-fueled arcjet thruster and was connected to chassis ground at the PCU.
system. The arcjet uses the energy input from an
electrical arc for enthalpy augmentation of The arcjet system had four principal
hydrazine propellant, in the process boosting the interfaces with the supporting test equipment:
specific impulse performance to about 450 s. The (1) a structural mount and heatsink for arcjet
arcjet system consists of three major components: cooling; (2) a hydrazine propellant feed fitting to(1) the arcjet thruster, (2) the power conditioning provide the arcjet with a propellant flow; (3) aunit (PCU), and (3) the interconnecting power cable primary power connector to supply 28 Vdc current tothat runs between the thruster and the PCU. The the PCU; and (4) a command/telemetry interface to
thruster and PCU are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, monitor and control the operation of the thruster.
respectively.

The arcjet thruster consists of the. thruster III. TEST FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
body (or arcjet), the gas generator that decomposes
the hydrazine propellant, and the thruster control The tests were conducted in TRW's 9.1-m
valve and fluid resistor that control propellant (30-ft) diameter vacuum test facility. Theflow and pressure. Energy is added to the FLTSATCOM qualification model spacecraft was used
decomposition gases primarily through heating in during compatibility demonstration tests.
the arc column. The arc originates at the cathode FLTSATCOM ground support equipment and automatic
tip, passes through a constrictor, and attaches to data processing equipment (ADPE) were used to
the diverging part of the nozzle (anode).

PROPELLANT: HYDRAZINE (N2 H84 )

INLET PRESSURE - 20.3 X 10
6 
TO

11.5 x 10
(300 TO 170 PSIA)

THRUST - 0.20 TO 0.17 N
(0.045 TO 0.038 LBF)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE - 450 SEC (AVERAGE)
ELECTRICAL POWER 1260 W
WEIGHT - 1.4 KG (3.0 LB)

Figure 1. Arcjet Thruster

INPUT VOLTAGE * 25 TO 32 Voc
OUTPU VOLTAGE = 95 TO 125 VDC
START-UP VOLTAGE - 4000 VDC
INPUT CURRENT - 35 TO 70 AD

OUTPUT CURRENT - 12 TO 16 ADC
WEIGHT = 4.0 KG (8.9 LB)
BASEPLATE TEMlP. = - 10 TO 55'C
PCWER DISSIPATION = 40 W MAX

- 1t POWER EFFICIENCY = 901

Figure 2. Power Conditioning Unit
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operate the qualification model. A hydrazine was provided by four liquid helium panels and

propellant supply furnished pressurized propellant associated Dewar to maintain low background

to the arcjetunder test. The arcjet operated from pressure (for free plume expansion) during arcjet
the FLTSATCOM battery simulator and had its own thrusting periods. A port-mounted residual gas
independent command and telemetry readout analyzer was used to monitor exhaust species.

equipment. Consumable test materials included Chamber pressure was measured by an ion gauge. The

hydrazine, liquid nitrogen, liquid helium, witness thruster was canted 20' from the spacecraft solar

plates, data tapes, and printout paper. array axis, thereby simulating the orientation
likely to be used on operational spacecraft for

The test program had two major test series, north-south stationkeeping maneuvers. Diagnostic

In the first series, designated Test Series 100, stations at 20, 0,'  -20, -40, and -90' were

the arcjet was operated alone at -0.1 torr chamber nominally 2.3 m (7.5 ft) from the thruster exit

pressure. In the second series, designated Test plane. Diagnostic stations at 120, 80, and 40'
Series 200, the FLTSATCOM qualification model were 1.8 m (6 ft) away.
spacecraft was also operated with the arcjet at a
chamber pressure below 10-5 torr. The space simulation test facility was a 9.1-m

(30-ft) diameter spherical vacuum chamber that

The test configuration layout for Test Series included a liquid nitrogen-cooled spherical inner

200 is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The FLTSATCOM wall (shroud), four cryogenic vacuum pumps, a
qualification model spacecraft was mounted on its liquid helium-cooled cryopanel array, a graphic
test fixture inside the vacuum test facility, control console, and associated storage tanks,
Support fixtures and a support platform were piping, valves, and monitoring devices.
provided for the arcjet, PCU, antennas, and solar
array panel. A work platform provided for access Functionally, the shroud served as a heatsink.
to the spacecraft, test articles, antennas, and Its dull black inner surface presented the test
instrumentation during installation and removal Item and spacecraft under test with a minimum
from the test facility. The power cable connecting thermal absorbing emissivity of 0.9 for radiation
the arcjet and PCU was routed along the top of the wavelengths between 0.38 and 2.6 pm. The back side
support platform for viewing by the antennas, and of the shroud was bright metal with high
beneath the support platform to bring it inside the reflectivity for low heat transfer characteristics.
spacecraft cavity. Diagnostic instrumentation
(calorimeters, radiometers, witness plates) were Each of the four cryopumps on the vacuum
mounted on the solar panel and at various stations chamber had a pumping speed of 25,000 liter/s for
in the arcjet exhaust ranging from -90 to +120' hydrogen or nitrogen. An internal, flat panel
from the thruster centerline. Cryogenic pumping cryopumping array was incorporated into the chamber

shroud system to maintain a chamber pressure of

UD
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DEWAR

SPOOL

9.1-METER (3-F)
or ~DIAMETER

41r VACUUM TEST
1 D FACILITY

LHe ANTENNAS-
PANELS

PCU
ARCJET

SUPPORT PLATFORM

STANDOFF
SOLAR PANEL i

SUPPORT FIXTURE
- -  

_
MODEL
SPACECRAFT

WORK PLATFORM . ARCJET
CABLE

SOLAR PANEL
SUPPORT FIXTURE

FLTSATCOM
TEST 9
FIXTURE d

Figure 3. Test Series 200 Configuration
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SOLA PANEL O1A6NOSTICS

\I-MMTERI-F

ABLE' ---- - ORDNANCE
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MONITOR

TEST
ANNTENNAS FIXTURE S CRT

STATION TEST CONTROL CONSOL $ SUBSYSTEM

C CATHOOE RAY TUBE

Figure 4. Test Series 200 Configuration, Top View

10-5 torr during periods of active gas loads. The During test, the spacecraft was commanded to
helium pumping portions of this array were the baseline configuration which was maintained
maintained at 4.5 K with a gravity liquid helium during the periods of thruster firing. Telemetry
Dewar system. The liquid helium system consisted was monitored during each thruster firing period to
of four internal panels, positioned in the vertical detect any change in state or status of any of the
direction. Two panels were 2.7 by 3.2 m (8 ft, telemetered parameters for the active subsystems
9 in. by 10 ft, 6 in.); two panels were 2.7 by (TT&C, AVCS, RCS, and EPDS). No changes in
2.4 m (8 ft, 9 in. x 8 ft). telemetry data attributable to thruster firing were

detected in any of the tests. Changes which
The FLTSATCOM qualification model was used as occurred during the test periods were typical ofa high-fidelity communications spacecraft simulator normal operation or peculiar to the test setup.

for test purposes. These changes occurred with the same magnitude and
frequency before and after test periods when the

The hydrazine feed system was a closed thruster was not operating.
pressurized system. The hydrazine tank with its
associated pressurization and flow controls were During Test Series 200, the radiometers
located outside the environmental chamber, except mounted 120, 80, and 40' from the thrust axisfor the propellant line connecting to the thruster (Fig. 3) and the calorimeters mounted 80 and 400
itself. The feedline inside the vacuum chamber was from the thrust axis were 1.8 m (6 ft) from the
thermally controlled to prevent rev eezing of the thruster exit plane. The calorimeters mounted at
hydrazine as a result of radiation cooling. All 20,, , -20, and -40 were 2.3 m (7.5 ft) from the
venting from the feed system was routed outside the thruster exit plane. A maximum absorbed heat flux
building. An aspirator was provided for purging of 253 W/m2  (80 Btu/hr/ft 2), equivalent to 0.18the lines of hydrazine prior to and during dis- sun, was observed at the calorimeter on the thrust
assembly. The propellant cart is shown in Fig. 5. axis during thruster operation. Figure 6 shows

typical calorimeter data at locations from -20 toThe arcjet system was powered from the 80*. Figure 7 compares typical calorimeter and
FLTSATCOM battery simulator. It also had a command radiometer data at locations from 40 to 120.
interface unit for energizing its propellant valve,
and for turning its PCU on and off. Telemetry Witness plates from the tests were examined
signals from the arcjet system were routed directly and found to be clean. Nonvolatile residue (NVR)to data recording equipment outside the measurements were taken and found to beenvironmental test chamber, insignificant.

The following EMC data were taken with the
IV. TEST RESULTS anode grounded at chamber pressures of 9 x 10-

torr. Both MIL-STD-461C and tailored EMC limitsTypical thruster operating conditions, at 9 x are shown in the figures presented. Tailored10-6 torr, were: limits, for typical communications satellites, are
shown for comparison.

Feed pressure: 14.2 x 106 Pa (210 psig)
Arc voltage: 97 V Narrowband and broadband radiated emissions
Arc current: 11.8 A are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, over the
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Figure 5. Propellant Cart

frequency range from 14 kHz to 1 GHz, and in thruster operation. Nitrogen and ammonia exhaust
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively, over the frequency were condensed on the panels, leaving hydrogen as
range from 14 kHz to 8 MHz. The ordinate (vertical the dominant species by a large margin. This was
scale) was adjusted in Figs. 10 and 11 to better confirmed by residual gas analyzer measurements.
read the radiated emissions in this range. Figures
12 and 13 show narrowband and broadband radiated
emissions, respectively, over the frequency range V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

from 1 to 4 GHz. Above 500 MHz, radiated emissions The principal objective of the test program
are generally within limits. The principal o b j e c t i v e o f t h e t e s t programare generally within limitswas achieved when compatibility of the 1.4-kW

Narrowband and broadband radiated emissions hydrazine arcjet system was demonstrated by
are shown over the frequency range from 1 to 10 GHz operating it next to the FLTSATCOM qualificationmodel spacecraft In a hermal-vacuum space
In Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. These data were mo deulan ecraft in a thermal-vacuum space
taken at a chamber background pressure at 0.1 torr. simulaton environment at 10- to. At this low
As shown in these figures,'radiated emissions are pressure, the mean free path between background gas
generally below MIL-STD-461C limits and are well collisions was approximately the same as the test
below tailored limits, facility diameter, enabling free exhaust jet

expansion into the vacuum. Compatibility was
The low-frequency response to changes in demonstrated by virtue of the fact that FLTSATCOM

bandwidth indicated that incoherent noise measure- operation proceeded normally, without any evidence
ments were being taken. Radiated emission measure- of arcjet interference, or without any indication
ments with a dummy load in place of the thruster of arcjet presence on monitored signals from the
did not exhibit the low-frequency noise. There- satellite. This was evidenced during periods of
fore, this noise was not attributable to the PCU. arcjet transient (turn-on and turn-off) and steady-

state operation.

The liquid helium panels were very effective
in pumping arcjet exhaust gases during periods of Thermal characteristics of the thruster and

PCU appeared consistent with predictions. Although
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Figure 6. Calorimeter Data Figure 7. Calorimeter and Radiometer Data
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Figure 14. Narrowband Radiated Emissions at Figure 15. Broadband Radiated Emissions at
0.1 torr, 1 to 10 GHz 0.1 torr, 1 to 10 GHz

coolant fluid was used for test purposes, radiative was observed that exceeded these limits. Commer-
dissipation to space should be adequate on a cial satellites typically do not have equipment
geosynchronous satellite. Useful calorimeter and operating in this range. Special precautions may
radiometer data were taken for confirmation of have to be taken to integrate the arcjet on satel-
plume heating predictions. The calorimeter data lites that have equipment potentially susceptible
show a rapid fall off in heat flux as measurements to noise at these lower frequencies. The data
proceed away from the thrust axis. Comparing obtained on the test program is useful for per-
calorimeter and radiometer data at specific loca- forming and verifying electromagnetic compatibility
tions enables separation of the heat flux measured analyses for communications satellite systems.
into radiated and plume convected components.
Convection is more important, as expected, closer Radiated and convective heat flux levels were
to the thrust axis. The heat flux levels observed satisfactory for host spacecraft thermal integra-
are satisfactory for readily integrating the arcjet tion. Witness plate measurements, although limited
thermally on a host spacecraft. in exposure duration, demonstrated insignificant

accumulation of possible plume contaminants.
The test duration was too short to accumulate

contamination over a typical mission duration. The program specifically addressed and tested
Witness plate observations, however, evidenced good for critical arcjet integration issues. Prior
compatibility for the exposure period encountered. analysis and confirming data taken during test

indicate that arcjets are suitable for application

Electromagnetic compatibility measurements and integration on next-generation, geosynchronous
show noise above both MIL-STD and typical tailored communications satellite systems employing conven-
limits up to 40 MHz. Since commercial satellites tional hydrazine propellant storage and feed
typically do not have equipment operating below UHF subsystems.
frequencies, communication links should not be
affected. On satellites having equipment that
operates at lower frequencies, this may be an REFERENCES
issue. Compatibility may be achieved by filtering,
shielding, and location, as appropriate. The test 1. Knowles, S. C. and Yano, S. E., "Design,
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